Ajahn Chandapalo's Sabbatical Story
in words and pictures

While settling back into life at Santacittarama,
resident once again after a long absence, now is
the time to share a few words about my recent
travels. After twenty-five years of monastic life,
the last ten leading the community at
Santacittarama, it seemed the right moment to
take a break, to live for a while as a bhikkhu free
from the roles and duties that one tends to
gradually assume. The nine-month period that I've
been away has had three different phases: firstly
on retreat, then visiting some traditional
Theravada Buddhist countries and, finally,
spending time in associated monasteries in other
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parts of the world.
It already seems such a long time ago, but last
summer I spent in solitary retreat, first in Croatia
and then in Slovenia. I've been going regularly to
Slovenia for a number of years, and when the
members of the Buddhist group there heard that I
was looking for somewhere quiet to be on my
own, they were very keen to support me for the
three-month "rains retreat". Someone kindly
offered the use of a small but comfortable
weekend cottage, just over the border in Croatia,
in a spectacular and supremely peaceful area of
forested hills over 1,000 metres high and sparsely
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populated. An agreement was made with the
owner of a small restaurant about 10 minutes walk
away to offer some food into my bowl every
morning. I soon settled in – the situation was
most conducive to formal practice, there being few
distractions – and the mind gradually quietened
down in a completely natural way. It was a joyous
and heart-opening experience, bringing forth a
profound sense of gratitude for all the many
blessings I've received in this life. After a while the
bliss subsided and then everything was quite
ordinary, simply leaving a sense of ongoing
presence and a lightness and ease of being.

Village of Brezovo, Slovenia

On the first full-moon day, just one month into the
retreat, due to an unforeseen circumstance I
found myself suddenly having to leave.
Fortunately our Slovene friends had a second
option, and I relocated to a 200-year-old
farmhouse on the edge of a small rural village
called Brezovo, east of Ljubljana. This was also
very pleasant and peaceful, the village semiabandoned, and in a lovely pastoral setting. Here I
continued my quiet retreat for the next two
months, once a fortnight going into Ljubljana for
the regular Monday meeting of the Bhavana
Society meditation group, until the time came to
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return to Santacittarama for the Kathina
ceremony.

After a brief stay in Italy, and with winter coming
on, Asia was beckoning! Neil, an old friend from
student days, had invited me on a trip around
Cambodia and Laos – traditional Theravada
Buddhist countries both emerging from recent
dark history – and so, after a few days resting in
Bangkok, we flew to Siem Reap, from where we
were able to explore some of the magnificent ruins
of Angkor.
Dozens of ancient temples spread over an area of
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about 200 square kilometres are what remains of
the centre of the great Khmer empire that
blossomed between the 9th and the 15th
centuries. They are stunning in their beauty and
sheer size and in the refinement of their
architecture and sculpture. During the three days
that we had available, we were able to visit only
some of the most impressive and best preserved.
The earliest sites were Hindu, while the more
recent ones were Buddhist, and some of these
were enormous monastic complexes housing
thousands of monks.
So many empires and political philosophies have
come and gone, while the Buddha's dispensation
has endured for 2,600 years and although in
Cambodia suppressed in recent times, it now
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seems to be making a strong comeback. The
monasteries are once again becoming focal points
for peoples' lives and are filling up with novices;
their bright orange robes are a common sight
around the Angkor ruins and the town of Siem
Reap. Cambodia is still one of the world's poorest
countries, yet its citizens seem to have a positive
outlook and are not dwelling too much on the past
but looking to a potentially brighter future.

From Siem Reap a fast boat took us across the
immense Tonle Sap lake and downriver to the
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capital, Phnom Penh. We only had a couple of days
here, enough to see the main sites: the Royal
Palace, the Silver Pagoda, the museum and the
main stupa. It is a large and vibrant city,
pleasantly situated by the Mekong delta, with wide
French-style boulevards and chaotic traffic. It's
difficult to imagine it being totally evacuated just
over 30 years ago when the Khmer Rouge came
into power. We stayed in the very friendly Bodhi
Tree Guesthouse, immediately opposite the Tuol
Sleng prison where up to 20,000 people were
executed and which now serves as a genocide
museum. It remains a stark reminder of mankind's
potential for terrible cruelty, even in the name of
apparently high-minded ideals.
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Laos came under a communist regime shortly after
Cambodia, but it seems to have been much less
disruptive. In recent years it has been gradually
relaxing and opening up to the outside world. We
flew into Vientiane and spent several enjoyable
days wandering around the streets of what is such
a laid-back city, it's easy to forget that it's the
capital. The Lao people tend to be so gentle and
sweet-natured. Many of the men that we met –
drivers, boatmen, guesthouse staff – had spent a
part of their youth as novices, and it showed in
their demeanour.
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It was a great help knowing someone in Vientiane,
an Englishman who ordained as a monk at
Chithurst and left several years ago. He is now
married to a local woman and working in the
National Library, as well as collaborating with
various aid projects not only in Laos but also in
Thailand and Cambodia. We were invited to stay in
their new flat, which they had not yet moved into,
and before leaving we performed a traditional
house blessing ceremony.
Travelling north by bus to Luang Prabang, with a
stop-over about half-way in a village called Vang
Vieng charmingly situated by a shallow river, was
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an epic journey through stunning scenery of
forest-draped limestone karsts and remote hilltribe hamlets. Until a few years ago this route was
forbidden to westerners, as buses were regularly
held up by bandits.
Luang Prabang is the old royal capital, and
deservedly listed as a World Heritage Site by the
United Nations. It really is a jewel of Asia and we
had no regrets about spending over a week there.
The heart of old Luang Prabang is the That Phousi
(stupa on the hill) and a peninsula formed by the
Nam Khan river curving around before entering
the Mekong. Forested hills roll out in all directions.
Besides its atmospheric setting, the principal
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attractions of Luang Prabang are its monasteries
and temple buildings. Most are quite old and some
are simply exquisite in their design and
proportion; Lao temples and Buddha images have
a unique charm. Yet these are no museum pieces;
they are very much lived in and continue to play
an integral role in the lives of the local people.
Visiting the monasteries, depending on the time of
day, you are likely to see young monks and
especially novices chanting in the temple,
studying, working, banging the monastery drum or
practising their English on visitors. Shortly after
dawn, with the mist still rising from the Mekong,
hundreds of monks and novices walk silently by in
single file on alms round, receiving into their bowls
offerings of food from the faithful.
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At this point we were joined by Ajahn Sawaeng
and Giorgio, a friend from Padova, and after a few
more days enjoying the tranquillity and gentle
charms of Luang Prabang, we parted ways. Neil
began his journey back to Scotland via Northeast
Thailand and Bangkok, while the rest of us headed
up river on a traditional Mekong narrow boat.
After a couple of hours, just past the Pak Ou caves
that house thousands of Buddha images, we
turned up the Nam Ou river on a journey that has
been described as one of the most spectacular in
Southeast Asia. It did not disappoint. The
discomfort of sitting cramped on a hard bench for
8 hours was easily endured when each bend of the
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river opened up new vistas of jagged mountain
peaks and forest splendour. Perhaps it's a cliché,
but it was like something from a Chinese painting.
The only people to be seen were the occasional
fishermen and villagers panning for gold or
tending their buffalo by the river bank.
Eventually we arrived at Muang Ngoi (meaning
'small village') which has no roads and can only be
reached by river. A delightful spot just to sit and
soak in the scenery. We took a day's rest here,
making a brief excursion to some caves and ethnic
minority villages. During the following days we
travelled by stages, first by boat, then local bus
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and hired car, up to the far north, close to the
Chinese border, arriving at Muang Sing in time
from Christmas. Not many tourists make it this
far, and it has all the atmosphere of a remote and
undeveloped province. There was certainly no sign
of it being Christmas apart from the surprisingly
cool weather. Historically this has long been a
cross roads between the surrounding countries –
Burma, China, Vietnam and Thailand – and this is
reflected in the ethnic mix. There are at least 30
different ethnic minority groups in the area, and
many still live much as they have for centuries,
with their own particular customs and life styles.
One of the most fascinating aspects of Muang Sing
is being able to watch the coming and going of
different tribal people, often to and from the
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market, the women dressed in very elaborate and
colourful costumes and head-dresses. A guide took
us on a day-long trek through the hills visiting
some of the minority villages, extremely primitive,
nestled in the hills and bustling with community
life.
Our visas on the verge of expiring, we headed
west in a hired car, another picturesque journey
back to the Mekong, with Burma on the opposite
bank. After a night in a 'kuti-like' bungalow on the
river bank, we took an exhilarating ride on a speed
boat through breathtaking jungle scenery and
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darting kingfishers, shooting the rapids narrowly
avoiding rocky islets and oncoming Chinese
barges. Arriving at the famous Golden Triangle,
where Thailand, Burma and Laos meet, we were
able to cross over into Thailand, which now
seemed so modern, developed and efficient!
Northern Thailand, bordering with Burma and
Laos, is culturally and ethnically close to both
countries and shares the same mountain ranges,
being in fact the foothills of the Himalayas. This
region, commonly known as the "Golden Triangle",
was once a major area of opium production, now
largely replaced by less controversial crops such
as tea, peaches and asparagus. We stood at a
point overlooking the confluence of the rivers Sai
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and Mekong where the three countries converge at
the very centre of the Golden Triangle. Green
actually seems to be the most predominant colour
here. I'd only visited the North very briefly, about
ten years ago, so I was keen to return.
Here you find all the comforts of modern living,
excellent roads (better than in Italy according to
Giorgio), historical temples, delightful scenery and
wonderful hospitality. It was certainly a joy to be
back in Thailand, where Buddhism is so deeply
rooted and has continued without interruption for
centuries, undisturbed by the effects of colonialism
and extreme political ideologies. In the week or so
that we were there - mostly in Chieng Mai, Chieng
Rai and Nan, with brief stopovers in Mae Sai and
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Lampang - the level of devotion and generosity
that we witnessed was truly heart-warming.
One of the most memorable moments was at Wat
Chedi Luang in Chieng Mai. This is a 14th century
temple which, for a brief spell, had Ajahn Mun
(1870-1949) as its abbot, the most revered Thai
forest monk of the first half of the twentieth
century, and an important influence on Ajahn
Chah. Its stupa was originally almost 90 metres in
height but was partly destroyed by an earthquake
in 1545. We were blessed with an incidental
meeting with the present abbot, a 90-year-old
direct disciple of Ajahn Mun, with a radiant smile
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and warm and peaceful presence.
I would have happily spent more time in the
North, but I had an appointment at Wat Pah
Nanachat, the International Forest Monastery near
Ubon in the Northeast. Every few years the abbots
of the various western branch monasteries in the
Ajahn Chah lineage - numbering about 15 by now
- meet together for several days, and this time the
venue was Thailand, in the monastery founded by
Ajahn Sumedho over 30 years ago. At that time all
the disciples of Ajahn Chah were in Thailand; now
there are branch monasteries in Britain,
Switzerland, Italy, USA, Canada, Australia and
New Zealand. Being so dispersed, it feels
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important to come together on a regular basis, to
maintain a sense of unity and concord. One of the
conditions mentioned by the Buddha as conducive
to the welfare of the Sangha, was assembling
frequently and in large numbers. There were
around 70 of us staying in the monastery,
including the usual residents, visiting abbots and
western monks converging from all over Thailand
for the gathering. Even so, it was spacious enough
to feel quite solitary in one's own little hut in the
forest.
For the three days of the meetings about 20 senior
monks gathered together and discussed various
issues that concern us. These included such topics
as what does it mean to be an Ajahn Chah branch
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monastery, how to preserve the tradition, what
are the required standards; commercial
publications; relationships to computers and cell
phones; how best to serve Buddhism in our
countries and how to support each other as
abbots. Although this was intended to be an open
forum for discussion rather than a decision making
body, in a couple of instances it did become
necessary to come to an agreement. A procedure
for accepting monasteries as official branches was
formalised. It was also decided to produce an
English version of the Ajahn Chah biography,
which was written originally in Thai and distributed
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at his funeral. (No doubt an Italian version will
quickly follow!).
In the main, however, it was a chance for the
abbots to relate their experiences, share their
views and listen to each other, in a relaxed and
supportive atmosphere. Despite the different
perspectives and varying opinions on many of
these topics what came through most powerfully
was a genuine delighting in each others' company,
and a sense of sharing in common something
much greater than any apparent differences. One
final decision was made, and this was to meet
again, in December 2008, at the long-established
Bodhinyana Monastery near Perth in Western
Australia.

Procession at Wat Pah Pong

The meetings were timed to finish in order for us
to participate in the Luang Por Chah anniversary
commemoration at Wat Nong Pah Pong, his main
monastery nearby. On the 16th of January 2006,
14 years after his death, nearly 800 monks and
thousands of white-clothed lay people came
together to honour his memory and pay their
respects, to chant, meditate and listen to Dhamma
talks. A retreat programme had been ongoing for
several days, while people continued to arrive,
camping in mosquito nets dispersed among the
trees. The grand finale was a procession around
the stupa. This had been built by the monks in
time for the funeral, serving initially for the
cremation and later to house the relics. It was
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deeply moving and inspiring to be walking slowly
around this wonderful monument together with so
many people in an atmosphere of quiet devotion.
Then it was back to Bangkok again; quite a
contrast to the rural Northeast, but even in such a
teeming and chaotic metropolis, the blessings of
the Triple Gem still have a chance to shine forth.
Before flying to Australia I had the unexpected and
uncommon pleasure of spending a few days
almost alone with Ajahn Sumedho. He had to
delay his return to Britain following a minor laser
treatment for his eyes, so we stayed together in a
quiet residence for visiting monks. At 72 years old
his general health seems excellent, and the good
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results of more than 40 years of Dhamma practice
are evident in him; he's a delight to spend time
with.
While in Bangkok, I found myself in one of those
situations where I suddenly wonder if this is really
happening, or whether I will wake up and discover
that the past 25 years have been a dream and I'm
really still an engineering student in England. I
had been invited to give a Dhamma talk in
Thailand's first university, the Chulalongkorn,
named after its founder, otherwise known as
Rama V, the country's most beloved historical
king. The most unusual aspect of the event was
that the talk was to be in Italian, for those Thais
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studying Italian language. In the end I was asked
to give a talk in English, as well, for a second class
that were not all conversant with Italian. It took
place in the most splendid setting, the
"International Tipitaka Hall", a room in the
university's oldest building, that houses editions of
the Pali Canon in many different languages and
scripts. The centrepiece is believed to be the only
surviving complete set in Thailand of the world's
first printed romanised Pali Tipitaka, from 1893, a
project that was undertaken on the initiative of
King Chulalongkorn himself. As the paper is very
fragile, the 39 volumes are kept in a special glass
display case at constant temperature and
humidity. At the time it was printed 500 copies
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were given to different monasteries around the
country as a royal gift, and 260 editions were
distributed worldwide to leading institutions,
mainly prestigious universities such as Oxford,
Cambridge, Heidelberg, Harvard and Stanford. I
was told that one was given to Italy. Does anyone
reading this happen to know where it is now? King
Chulalongkorn - generally regarded as Thailand's
most progressive and reformist monarch - was
also the first Thai king to visit Italy, in the year
1897 (incidentally the year that the first Italian
Buddhist monk, Ven. Lokanatha, was born), and
was apparently favourably impressed.

Bodhivana monastery near Melbourne

With the Southeast Asian part of my journey now
over, I was ready to cross the Equator for the first
time on route to New Zealand, with a brief
stopover in Melbourne at a recently established
Ajahn Chah branch monastery. Bodhivana (Realm
of Awakening) lies in the beautiful Yarra Valley
area, a 90-minute drive east of the city,
surrounded on all sides by state forest and
national park. The property itself is an old winery
and includes an extensive tract of mixed forest,
with native eucalyptus and ferns and introduced
pines and, although founded only a few years ago,
already has the feel of a well-established
monastery. Ten kutis (small huts) have been
constructed, dispersed throughout the forest, the
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most distant being just below the hill top, a 20minute steep climb from the meeting hall. Mine,
thankfully, was closer and by a pond, with much
appreciated tree cover. It was very hot when I
arrived.
What impresses above all in Australia is its vast
spaciousness and its weird and wonderful wildlife.
Bodhivana has a range of fauna, including a lone
kangaroo that is usually to be seen not far from
the main buildings in the early morning, wallabies,
wombats and large monitor lizards. Even duckbilled platypuses can occasionally be spotted,
frolicking in a stream not far away. The bird life is
marvellous: laughing kookaburras, parrots and
parakeets in lively rainbow colours, cockatoos,
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wedge-tailed eagles and the fantastic lyre bird,
which looks no more interesting than a chicken
until it spreads its gorgeous tail feathers and starts
a song and dance routine, imitating many different
bird songs and various other sounds, including
mechanical ones such as chainsaws and passing
cars.
I had a lovely time, and was made to feel very
welcomed by Ajahn Kalyano and the resident
sangha, which includes various nationalities such
as Thai, Nepalese, New Zealanders and
Australians. Ajahn Kalyano is English and I first
met him when he was still a layman, just before
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leaving for Thailand where he ordained and trained
as a monk. He helped some of us to relocate from
from Chithurst to Amaravati monastery the first
day it was opened in 1984. The monastery is very
well supported; indeed there is no need for anyone
to cook as each day has devoted lay people –
mostly of Asian origin: especially Malaysian, Sri
Lankan and Thai – who bring ready prepared food
to offer.
The lay supporters were also wonderful, especially
the Soo family, the original founders, who picked
me up at the airport and took me on several
outings, one to the Healesville animal sanctuary
for indigenous species and another on a sight-
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seeing tour of Melbourne. Driving around is an
interesting combination of the familiar and the
exotic. The name places, for example: Doncaster,
Brighton, Coldstream, lull me into a sense of being
on familiar territory, while Wagga Wagga,
Moorooduc and Koo-wee-rup remind me that I'm a
long way from home. The scenery and architecture
are almost European, but suddenly ones senses
are awakened by a different and evocative smell
or the sight of a giant fern or other awe-inspiring
plant.
And then to New Zealand, to spend about 6 weeks
at Bodhinyanarama (Garden of Enlightened
Knowing) Monastery at Stokes valley, not far from
the capital, Wellington. This monastery was
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founded more than 20 years ago by Ajahn
Viradhammo, a Canadian disciple of Ajahn Chah,
and Venerable Thanavaro, an Italian, known to
many here in Italy as the founder of
Santacittarama. The present abbot of
Bodhinyanarama is another Canadian disciple of
Ajahn Chah, Ajahn Tiradhammo, with whom I
spent a very enjoyable couple of years in
Switzerland in the early days of Dhammapala
monastery. He has also visited Santacittarama
several times. I was looking forward to spending
some time with him and seeing how he has
adapted to his new environs. He certainly seems
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happy there, which is not surprising, as it is a
wonderful monastery in its own valley of thick and
luxuriant forest – what they call "bush" – a mix of
native and introduced species which gives it
something of the feel of a botanical garden. The
central feature of the monastery – a large wooden
meeting hall and cloister – won an architectural
prize, deservedly I believe.
Most of the resident sangha I already knew –
Ajahn Sucinno, an Australian who I met in
Thailand many years ago; Ven. Jinalankara, a Sri
Lankan former resident of Amaravati; and two
English monks who have both stayed at
Santacittarama, Ajahn Ariyasilo and Ajahn
Dhammanando. Here also the Asian support is
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impressive and varied, every day generous
offerings of ready-prepared food are brought by
Burmese, Lao, Cambodian, Thai, Malaysian, and
Sri Lankan people as well as by local New
Zealanders. Wellington, with a population of only
around 600,000 people – not a lot for a capital city
– manages to support a Cambodian, a Thai and a
Lao temple, as well as Bodhinyanarama
Monastery.
I had plenty of time to meditate in my wooden kuti
in the bush and on its raised walking path. There
were also occasions to explore the monastery,
which has over 50 hectares of land comprising the
end of a valley, and several walking tracks that
meander around, with little wooden bridges
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fording the streams, and strategically placed
benches for enjoying the views. One very long
walk goes outside the monastery to the top of the
ridge, which can be followed for many kilometres
until it drops right into the Bay of Wellington,
affording spectacular views of what is actually the
crater of an ancient volcano. I discovered firsthand why it's known as Windy Wellington – it's a
walk better done on a calm day!
New Zealand feels a very benign place; you can
rest assured that there are no dangerous animals
lurking in the bushes, there are no snakes, and
hardly any unpleasant insects. It has two main
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islands, a land area similar to that of Italy, but is
very sparsely populated with only 4 million people,
a quarter of whom live in one city, Auckland. And
it has 80 million possums. Possums are treeclimbing marsupials, nocturnal, that live mostly on
a diet of fruit and leaves, about the size of a very
fat cat. They were introduced from Australia and,
as they have no natural predators in New Zealand,
have multiplied incredibly. Capable of causing a lot
of damage to vegetation, they are generally
considered to be a pest, and there are attempts to
control their numbers. They are a common feature
in the monastery – where of course they are
completely safe – and roam around quite
fearlessly, waking up the monks in the middle of
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the night by landing with a great crash onto the
kuti's verandah or roof. It's quite a shock the first
time, but after a while you get used to it.
Called Aotearoa by the Maori people – The Land of
the Long White Cloud – New Zealand has a
delightful coastline with long sandy beaches,
snow-topped mountains and glaciers in the
Southern Alps, wide pristine lakes, active
volcanoes and luxuriant forest. I wasn't expecting
to see much beyond Stokes Valley during my visit,
but Ajahn Tiradhammo very kindly took me on
short tours of both the North Island and the South
Island, at least enough to get a taste of this
beautiful and remote country. What stand out
most in my memories of the South Island are the
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brief flight over Cook's Strait; staying with very
hospitable English expatriates John and Mary in
Nelson, apparently one of the sunniest spots in the
whole of New Zealand; the long beaches of Rabbit
Island; the stunning coastal scenery of the Abel
Tasman park; and the gusty ferry trip across the
strait back to Wellington.
The highlights of the trip around the North Island
centred around the thermal area of Rotorua. The
city is on a volcanic plateau, and all around is a
remarkable array of hot springs, boiling mud pools
and spouting geysers with such memorable names
as Hell's Gate and Devil's Bath. It's a sobering
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reminder that, what we take to be this solid earth
that we are walking on, is in reality a thin and
fragile crust, barely covering a very volatile
underworld. Yet it was so fascinating, with all the
various colours in display – yellow, orange,
reddish brown, green and purple – depending on
the predominant minerals present. Even in the
residential area of the city itself sulphurous
vapours could be seen – and smelt – steaming
from gardens and drains. A lot of Maori live in this
area, and it was heartening to see them wellintegrated into society, and their culture and
traditions respected and appreciated. Beside the
Rotorua lake – another huge volcanic crater – is a
fine example of a traditional Maori meeting hall,
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called a Marae. Directly opposite is a relatively old
Anglican church with a rather unusual feature.
Christ is depicted as a Maori, complete with kiwifeather cloak, etched into a glass window. Looked
at from a certain angle, he is seen to be walking
on the lake!
Again we stayed with a retired English couple,
Derek and Pam, who I had known about 22 years
previously in the early days of the Devon Vihara.
It was a delight to see them again after such a
long time, and they clearly appreciated the
continued contact with the sangha, and we were
hosted with great kindness. After leaving Rotorua
we spent a night in a Thai temple called Wat
Paknam, near Tauranga, which is sometimes
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referred to as "New Zealand's Florida". It takes a
while to get used to the fact that going north takes
you closer to the equator. Here they enjoy a very
pleasant climate – "Not too hot and not too cold"
as the Thai monks told us – and are able to grow
citrus fruits and even bananas. On the way back to
the monastery we stopped off in Napier, on the
east coast. This was struck by a powerful
earthquake in 1931, killing several hundred people
and destroying many buildings. As Art Deco was in
vogue in Europe at the time, most of the
rebuilding was done in this style. It's now famous
as the "Art Deco capital of New Zealand".

Maori meeting hall

Fortunately I was able to return to Italy in stages,
with a stopover of almost a week in Melbourne and
a couple of days in Bangkok. In Melbourne I was
made very welcome at the Buddhist Society of
Victoria, which has a long history going back
several years before I was born. A couple of talks
had been arranged, and during my stay I met
many generous people, Asian and Australian,
sincerely interested in Dhamma and meditation.
Even a brief stay in Bangkok is a joy and, as
usual, I met many old friends of Santacittarama,
particularly among former diplomatic staff and
their families once based in Rome.
Leaving Bangkok in the middle of the hot season
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and arriving in Italy at the tail-end of the winter
was a bit of a shock to the system, but the
warmth with which I was welcomed back more
than made up for it. Most people still remembered
me! I settled in again very quickly, considering
that I'd been away for nine months, and within a
couple of days the sun began to shine and it was
spring once again. Quite some time has now
passed since my return, and it has been an
interesting exercise trying to write what I hope is
a reasonably coherent account out of a muddle of
memories. It's a relief to have got it over and
done with! The main reason for writing this was as
a gesture of gratitude for all those who made this
"sabbatical year" possible, have supported me on
my travels (in many different ways), have kept the
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monastery going during my absence and have
shown interest in my well-being.
Having had the opportunity to step out of the role
as "abbot" for a while, and to connect with the
wider sangha, has done me a lot of good. In fact, I
cannot remember ever feeling better or happier.
At present I'm very content simply to stay in one
place, and am really appreciating Santacittarama
and its circle of friends and supporters. I have
been in Italy for over 13 years now – half of my
monastic life – I do enjoy living here, have a lot of
affection for this country and its people and don't
have plans to go elsewhere, though I might not
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wait 25 years before having another break!
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